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A-tent phenomena 92
accordant structure 252
Adrar, Mauritania 218
eaolianite 20, 155
Africa 174, 189, 211, 221
caves in 165–167
alcoves see also apses 88
algae 127, 148, 181
aluminium and silica solubility 123
Amazon Basin see also Roraima
silica load in streams 130
amorphous silica 134
amphitheatres 83–87, 196, 199
Andes Mountains 247
angle of repose of debris 81, 224
Antarctica 80, 127, 147, 234, 237, 239–241
anticlinal valleys 253
Appalachians, eastern USA 19, 39, 82, 205, 252–253
apses see also alcoves 101
aquifer see also nappes 162
aquifer 69, 146, 209
arches see also natural bridges 88, 101, 102–108
Ardingly Sandstone, England 25
arenization 115–117, 143
arenites 20, 226
arkosic 29
quartz 26, 33, 42
volcanic 28
arkose sandstone 29, 32, 91
Arnhemland, Australia see also Kombolgie Sandstone
authigenic quartz 134
Auyán-tepui, Venezuela 165, 170, 202
Aztec Sandstone, USA 64, 145, 150, 267
banding on outcrops 12
bare rock surfaces see also slickrock slopes 181–182
basal sapping 28, 30, 81, 84
basalt dating 208, 227, 228
Bashkirtia, Russia 167
bedforms in streams see also potholes; flute marks; pool and riffle morphology; quarrying of blocks; vortices 195
bedrock profiles (thalwegs) 202, 205–208, 213–214
benches see also stepped slopes 29, 40, 41, 95, 213, 219, 254
biochemical weathering 214
biofilms 127
bioturbation 185
bioweathering 124–127, 180, 185
Black Forest, Germany 233
block gliding 73–76
block sliding 66, 68–71
Blue Mountains, Australia see also Three Sisters 57, 181, 194, 249
Book Cliffs, USA 45–47
Borkou, Saharan Africa see Tassili
Borneo 216
breached anticline see also topographic inversion 252, 254
Britain see also Millstone Grit; Ardingley, New Red, Old Red and Torridonian Sandstones 156, 167, 233
Brooks Range, Alaska 253–255, 269
Bungle Bungle Range, Australia see also Three Sisters 57, 181, 194, 249
Bungaree Range, Australia 5, 82, 97, 121, 127, 143, 178, 195, 199
buttressing 60, 80, 95
calcareous sandstones see also aeolianite 114, 167
canyons 30
capillary flow 147
carbonate weathering in sandstones see also aeolianite; calcareous sandstones 145
Carnavon Range, Australia 208–209, 223
Carpathian Mountains, Poland 73, 156
case-hardening 12, 148, 150–151, 180
Castlegate Sandstone, USA 45–47
Catalan Range, Spain 36, 246
Cataract Canyon, Colorado River, USA 74
cavernous weathering (tafoni) 99, 143–146, 181, 222, 241
caves and speleothems 134
caves see also cavernous weathering formed by block movement 73, 76 in karst landscapes 116, 161–162, 237
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cement, cementation 19, 31, 102, 114, 184
and rock fracturing 63
Chaco Bason, Bolivia 38
Chad 221
chalcedony 134, 135
chemical erosion rates for major rock types 113
Chimanimani Highlands, Zimbabwe 167
Chimneystack Rock, Australia 77
chronology see also basalt dating 76
Chuska Mountains, USA 73
Clarens Sandstone, South Africa 80, 127, 156, 226
classification of sandstones 14
engineering 22
geological 20–22
clastic pipes 31
clast size 17
clay
and mass failure 58, 72
and rock strength 61
expansive 113, 148
cliffs, cliffsines 28, 41, 69, 215, 226, 231, 261, 262
climatic classification of landforms see also methodology 9
climatic geomorphology 210, 216, 242–243
and the evolution of Uluru 99
Cockburn Sandstone, Australia see also Kimberleys 5, 9
core-softening 151
creeks 62, 75
cristobalite 134
critical partings 94–95
cross-bedding 18, 26, 88–90, 231
cryoturbation 238
crystal boundary see also grain boundaries; quartz overgrowths 116, 130
cuestas 253
Czech Republic 179
dambos see also upland swamps 188
Dana, J. D. 1
Danxia landform, China 14, 223–226
Darwin, Charles I
debris dams 186
decantation forms 159
deleen (dells) see also upland swamps 188
diagnosis and weathering 114
dip of bedding 235, 253, 263
and slope form, 100
dolines see also furnas, simas 170–171
erosion and gravity tectonics 267
equilibrium slopes 79
equilibrium surfaces 2
erosion rate 255
facades change 45, 71, 73, 75, 80, 208, 213, 251, 254
fatigue effects 61, 182, 204
and polygonal patterns 112
fault scarps 248
faults 255, 258, 267
fells, fellsites 258
fires 182–184, 186
flaggy sandstones 33, 236
flexible sandstones 3
flagstones 300
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debits dams 186
decantation forms 159
deep weathering 99
definitions
lateral; see also valley bulging; plastic failure 56
of rock masses 247, 256
plastic 69
rheological 75
dellen (dells) see also upland swamps 188
diagnoses 162
diagnosis and weathering 114
dip of bedding 235, 253, 263
and slope form, 100
dipslopes 209
dolines see also furnas, simas 170–171
domes 88
drainage patterns, network 192, 197
relict, in Antarctica 240
Driftless Area of Wisconsin, USA 232
duricrust see also laterite; silcrete 184–185
earthquakes 264–266
effective stress 69
Elastic (Young’s) Modulus (E) see also strength 23, 62
elephant skin weathering 88
Entrada Sandstone, USA 29, 30, 43, 94, 102
equilibrium slopes 79
erosion and gravity tectonics 267
erosion mechanisms 175
erosion by streams see also rates of erosion
historical views 2
erosion surface
lateritized 99
escarpments see also scarpes 45, 71, 73, 75, 80, 208, 213, 251, 254
etching
of clays 149
of quartz 121, 130, 132
exfoliation see also sheeting 180
facies change 255
effects on landforms 48–49
lateral 42, 43
vertical 40
factor of safety (F) 71
failure
block 65–67
brittle 62–65
by block sliding 68–72
false anticline see also valley bulging 57
false meanders (faux méandres) 192
fatigue effects 61, 182, 204
and polygonal patterns 112
fault scarps 248
faults 255, 258, 267
Fell Sandstone, England 24
feral landscape 258
fires 182–184, 186
flaggy sandstones 33, 236
flexible sandstones 3
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Flinders Ranges, Australia 251–252
flowstone 133, 138
flushing rate see also silica load in streams 129–130
flute marks 201
fluting 160
folding
anticlinal; see also breached anticlines 247
monoclinal 247, 249
simple 252, 253
Fontainebleau, France 110, 129, 156, 158, 181, 174
foreland basins 246
forms émoussées (rounded summits) 219
Fourambala, Central African Republic 214
Fouta Djallon, Guinea 213–214
fracture, fracturing 172, 214
brittle 53, 58, 60
control of gorges 219
due to release of tectonic stress 90, 91
erosion along fractures 190–192
of rock masses 66
propagation and surface patterns 63–65, 93
tensile 63
free surface energy 130, 133
friction, angle of (Ø) 68, 74
frictional resistance 69–70
frost shattering 234, 237
furnas (dolines) 170
geographical analysis of landforms see also methodology 244
geomorphological interpretation see also methodology; morphogenetic regions 49–50
glaciation 234–236, 237, 258, 261
valley 240–241
Glass Hill Sandstone, Australia see also Bungle Bungle Range 10, 12
grain boundaries 63, 147
grain-by-grain erosion 97, 147
Grampian Ranges, Australia 110, 156, 161, 178, 226
Grand Canyon, USA 43, 51, 145, 199, 249
granulit disintegration see also grain-by-grain erosion 152
Great White Throne, USA 191
Greenland see also Nuussuaq Peninsula 241, 261–262
Gregory, H. E. 3, 81, 84, 88, 101, 106
gréséus (arenites) 20
greywacke see also wacke 19, 33–35, 78, 255, 257
Griffith theory of crack propagation 62, 63
grikes 172
Gros Ventre landslide, USA 265
groundwater 19, 58, 101, 121, 143, 199
and silica leaching 129
Hawkesbury Sandstone, Australia see also Sydney Basin 26–27, 57, 59, 62, 192, 203
Hettner, A. 2, 211
High Atlas Mountains, Morocco 112, 126
Himalayas 256–257
Hock-Brown theory
criteria of rock mass strength 78, 84
Hornelen Basin, Norway 37, 40
Hutton, J. 1
illite 114
Indonesia 122
intensively dissected landscape see also feral landscape 258, 271
intensive weathering see also deep weathering 114, 179
Ireland, Glenade Sandstone, 233
iron and silica solubility 19
mobilization 114, 138, 145, 150
Isalo, Madagascar 217
itacolumites (flexible sandstones) 3
joints, jointing 102, 108, 178, 192–193, 224
and block sliding 71
constraint on landform 92
Jordan see also Petra 82, 221, 248
Kailis, Tibet 98, 257
kaolinite 135
in weathered zones 114
kaolinization 151, 212
karst 124, 140, 165, 217, 221
definition 115
Kata Tjuta (the Olgas), Australia 97
Katherine River gorge, Australia 192, 200
Keystone Thrust, Nevada, USA 267
Kimberleys, Australia see also Bungle Bungle, Cockburn Range 5, 131, 206, 247–248, 269
kinetics of reaction see also rates of reaction 117
Kombolgie Sandstone, Australia 80, 177, 192
landslides 73, 264–265
deposits 71
laterite 216, 221, 270
leaching of silica 12
Libya 71, 270
lichens 124–127, 222, 237
Liesegang diffusion patterns 108, 139
limestone see also aeolianite 119, 142
and sandstone doline formation 171
limnology, constraint on landforms 9
lowering of the landscape 216
Mainguet, M. 142, 150, 162, 172, 174, 192, 202, 214, 216, 219
massive sandstones 26
mesas 212, 213, 217, 248
Metereon Conglomerate, Greece 35, 98, 227
methodology in landform research see also geomorphological interpretation 3–5, 13–15,
211–212, 227, 247
micro-faulting 246
micro-organisms
role in speleothem formation 140
stress trajectories in caves 105
hobgongs 81, 251, 267
honeycomb weathering 144, 153
shutters 251–252
honeycomb weathering 144, 153
Hornelen Basin, Norway 37, 40
Hutton, J. 1
illite 114
India 122
intensely dissected landscape see also feral landscape 258, 271
intensive weathering see also deep weathering 114, 179
Ireland, Glenade Sandstone, 233
iron and silica solubility 19
mobilization 114, 138, 145, 150
Isalo, Madagascar, 217
itacolumites (flexible sandstones) 3
joints, jointing 102, 108, 178, 192–193, 224
and block sliding 71
constraint on landform 92
Jordan see also Petra 82, 221, 248
Kailis, Tibet 98, 257
kaolinite 135
in weathered zones 114
kaolinization 151, 212
karst 124, 140, 165, 217, 221
definition 115
Kata Tjuta (the Olgas), Australia 97
Katherine River gorge, Australia 192, 200
Keystone Thrust, Nevada, USA 267
Kimberleys, Australia see also Bungle Bungle, Cockburn Range 5, 131, 206, 247–248, 269
kinetics of reaction see also rates of reaction 117
Kombolgie Sandstone, Australia 80, 177, 192
landslides 73, 264–265
deposits 71
laterite 216, 221, 270
leaching of silica 12
Libya 71, 270
lichens 124–127, 222, 237
Liesegang diffusion patterns 108, 139
limestone see also aeolianite 119, 142
and sandstone doline formation 171
limnology, constraint on landforms 9
lowering of the landscape 216
Mainguet, M. 142, 150, 162, 172, 174, 192, 202, 214, 216, 219
massive sandstones 26
mesas 212, 213, 217, 248
Metereon Conglomerate, Greece 35, 98, 227
methodology in landform research see also geomorphological interpretation 3–5, 13–15,
211–212, 227, 247
micro-faulting 246
micro-organisms
role in speleothem formation 140
Minas Gerais, Brazil 165
mist and hackle pattern 63
models of landform evolution
J. Hack – dynamic equilibrium 268
L. King 245
W.M. Davis 216, 268, 270
modulus ratio (E/UCS) 23
Mohr–Coulomb failure criteria see also cohesion, friction (angle of); effective stress 53, 68
Montserrat, Spain 36, 98, 227
Monument Valley, USA 66, 81, 145, 218
Morocco see also High Atlas Mountains 159
morphoclimatic zones see also climatic classification of landforms 210
morphogenetic regions see also climatic classification of landforms 9
Montserrat, Spain 36, 98, 227
Monument Valley, USA 66, 81, 145, 218
Morocco see also High Atlas Mountains 159
morphoclimatic zones see also climatic classification of landforms 210
morphogenetic regions see also climatic classification of landforms 9
Mouka-Ouadda Sandstone, Central African Republic 216
Murchison gorge, Australia 48

nappes (aquifers) 162
nappes (displaced sheets of rock) 261
natural bridges 88
Natural Bridges National Monument, USA see also Owachomo Bridge 103
Navajo Sandstone, USA 29, 43, 54, 81, 88, 90, 145, 191, 198–199
New Guinea 216, 264
New Red Sandstone 25, 247
New Zealand see also greywackes 223, 236, 241, 255–256, 257–258, 269
earthquakes and landslides, 264–265
Niger 140
Norway see also sparagmites; Hornelen and Solund Basins 114, 125, 236
Nowra Sandstone, Australia 42, 74, 76, 151, 153, 192, 245
Nubian Sandstone, Libya and Egypt 71
Nuusuaq, Greenland 38, 239
Ogbunike Cave, Nigeria 166
Old Man of Hoy, Orkney Islands 66
Old Red Sandstone 1, 66, 145, 160, 236, 262
opal 133, 134, 135
opal–quartz transformation 131
open-cut mines analogy to stresses on slopes 85–87, 93
organic compounds and silica solubility 123–124
Orkney Islands see also Old Man of Hoy 67, 236
orth quartzite 4
Owachomo Bridge, USA 107
pagodas see also towers 178
Palaearctic surface, Norway 114, 270
pediments 13, 82, 230, 248
pediplain, pediplanation 49, 245
periglacial, periglacial action 74, 189, 199, 232–234, 238
and polygonal patterns, 110
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pebbles 130, 131
permeability 19, 30, 69, 133, 147, 202, 228
and slope form, 95
Petra, Jordan 127, 222, 265
pH and silica solubility 120–121
piggy-back basins 246
planation see also pediplanation; models of landform evolution 268–271
plastic failure 58
plateau denudation see also lowering of the landscape 189, 213
PLSI test see also lowering of the landscape 189, 213
Poissón’s Ratio 23, 56
Poland 135, 179, 248–249
pool and riffle morphology 58, 147, 182, 68
porosity primary 133
role in diagenesis 11
secondary 131
potholes 201–202
Pravčická Brána arch, Czech Republic 103
projecting plates 54, 74
properties of sandstone 16
and landform variation 24
deformability; see also itacolumites 23
engineering 3
pseudokarst 142
quarrying of blocks 201–202
quartz corrosion see also etching; transport and surface reaction controlled dissolution 130, 114
quartz overgrowths 19, 131, 151
quartzite 33, 114, 128, 262
Rainbow Bridge, USA 106
rates of erosion 181, 184, 204, 222, 237, 264, 265, 268
of long-term denudation see also chronology; dating 76, 208–209
of reaction in silica dissolution 116, 124, 148, 258
of sediment transport 185
of sedimentation 188
of uplift 258
Richter slopes 80, 241
ridge and valley terrain 252–253
rillenkarren 159
rinenkarren 159, 161
rock art 135
rock cities 179–180, 191, 212, 231
rock forest 33
rock mass strength 78–80, 83, 226, 241
rockslides 267
Rocky Mountains, Canada 262–263
Rondane Mountains, Norway 32, 261
rounded summits 95 see also forms émoussées
Ruined City (Boorlungu), Arnhemland, Australia 175
ruiniform landscape 174, 191, 217, 221, 224
rundkarren 159, 161
runnels see also rillenkarren; rinnenkarren; rundkarren 159–161, 156, 181, 224
Russian platform 37
sackung (sagging failure) 73
salt weathering 122, 148–149, 152–155, 158, 222
salts and silica solubility 121
sand 16–17
sapping see also basal sapping 196–199, 248
Saxony 211, 231, 233
scablands 240
scarp retreat parallel 216
scarp form 39
scars 220, 248
schuppen (imbricated structures) 261
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tessellation  see also elephant skin; polygonal cracking  88, 108–112
Thailand,  172
The Arches National Park, USA  94, 101
thermal expansion and contraction  91
Threatening Rock, USA  76
Three Sisters, Blue Mountains, Australia  191
thrust belts  246, 257, 260
thrust faulting  253, 256, 262, 267
thrust line of transmitted load  106
Tibesti Mountains, central Sahara  219, 223
topographic control by bedding  40
topographic inversion  see also breached anticline  251
topping  66
Torricelli Mountains, New Guinea  264
tower karst  142, 174–180
towers  33, 36, 82, 98, 191, 209, 219, 221
transport controlled dissolution  130
tridymite  134
tubes  168
tufa  147, 204
UCS test  see also strength  22
Uluru (Ayers Rock), Australia  91, 99, 220
undercutting  54, 58–60, 65, 202
underground mines and arch stability  103–104
unloading  91–93
upland swamps  28, 69, 187–189, 248
uplands
surface topography  27
valley bulging  74, 93
valley cutting, excavation  92

Valley of Fire, USA  64, 145, 263
Varanger Peninsula, Norway  see Palaeic surface, Norway
varescite  134
vertical changes in structure in eroded sequences  251
vortices  195, 201
Vosges region, France  233
wackes  see also greywackes  20
wandkarren  see also fluting  161
Wasatch Plateau, USA  43
water gaps  253
waterfalls  202–204, 214, 224
Waterpocket Monoclone, Colorado Plateau, USA  250
weathered mantle  see also deep weathering  216
weathering and rock structure  150
weathering pits  114
giant  30
weathering-limited slopes  98
wedge failure  71, 85
whaleback ridges  253
whalebacks  27
Whalemouth Cave, Western Australia  167
Wilpena Pound, Australia  251
wind
effects on landforms  32, 148, 221, 222–223
Wingate Sandstone, USA  101, 246
work of fracture  62
yardangs  223
Zion National Park, USA  see also Great White Throne  90, 110, 192, 193